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- Jackson Rifles
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April 2013 Newsletter

A LEGACY OF THEIR OWN

"as good as any who ever tore a cartridge…"
The ol' regiment had suffered heavy casualties over the years and struggled to maintain
even an identity. It was determined that the remnant must not be wasted in immediate
battle, but instead used to help the recruits that replenished the ranks. ......
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We "are not ashamed of the Gospel" (Romans 1:16) nor are we hesitant to give all the glory to God
who has given the "Jackson Rifles" three decades of unbroken existence.
To the eye that has known the 16th Georgia / 51st Pennsylvania re-enactment company for a while,
the ranks and the files look different somehow, but the young men and women are as good as any
who have come along and they are steadily writing their own legacy. Gone are the faces that were as
much legend as flesh but shining eyes of anticipation have filled the void. This group has undergone
unprecedented growth in the past several years. Not only have our numbers increased but the mix
and character is just right. If raucous behavior has declined by the fireside, the fighting spirit has
soared upon the battlefield. We are naturally proud of our unit but it is a delight in which no person
among us can claim a speck of credit. At the Battles at Manassas (GA), March 15-17, the unit was
without the benefit of both officers and two NCO's, but men stepped up as they had been trained to
do and rendered exemplary service. Our 1st Sergeant, Kevin Sark, became a Captain and the ranks
flowed upward in succession with 1st Corporal Alan Richards serving as 1st Sergeant and 2nd Corporal
Charles Whitehead admirably filled the 1st Corporal slot, as Private Ty Burnsed was brevetted to 4th
Corporal. On Saturday, we took the field with 16 rifles and on Sunday a few less. This rank and file
won high praise from a South Carolina battery commanded by Lieutenant Governor of South
Carolina, Glenn McConnell, as well as Federal commander Lieutenant Colonel Larry Bacon.
Private Matthew Whitehead was again able to take time from his USN duties to be with us
and J.C. Nobles made it in on Sunday morning.. It was a weekend of duty well done.
RIPPB
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51th Pennsylvania at Manassas, Geo.
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51th Pennsylvania at Manassas, Geo.
By Kellie Banks
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More of Manassas, Geo.
By Brenda Dobson

PHOTOGRAPHING THE PHOTOGRAPHER
At Manassas, Brenda Dobson took the picture of H8nbter Poythress (left). Apparently someone was
taking her picture at the same time (right).
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AND WHILE AT MANASSAS…

During this year's Battles at Manassas event, the 51st PVV had the pleasure and honor of
serving with the Marion Light Artillery, from Charleston, SC. The owner and Captain is South
Carolina Lt. Governor Glenn F. McConnell. The crew present at this engagement near
Claxton includes: Sam McConnell, Chris Houke, Jimmy Wheeler, Jim Snow, Benny Slay,
Nancy Snow and Cliff Weaver. Missing were members Carolyn Wheeler, Carolyn Slay and
John Dangerfield.
A COMMENDATION
Those who served under the command of Bvt. Capt. Kevin Sark, normally our first Sergeant,
at Manassas, wish to thank him for a job well done and for representing the 16th
Georgia/51st PVV in such an excellent manner.
*****
BATTLE OF CHICKAMAUGA -Re-enactor registration for this Blue Gray Alliance Event of
September 19, 20, 21 and 22, 2013 in Walker County, Georgia is available on line at
150thanniversarychickamauga.com . The fee will be $20 per person. All persons under the
age of 14 will attend for free.
Each major organization in reenacting is represented on the registration forms. It is
helpful in sorting the various commands and assigning them properly if the commanders
would please advise your members to enter the proper affiliation when registering. Your
registration will be processed using the PayPal system. If you choose not to pay with a
major credit card you may print the registration form by hitting "print screen" and mail it in
with a money order or personal check. Please be advised that it may take a few days for
checks to clear and mail in registrations to be posted. Please mail your registration to:
Cleburne's Division Attn: 150th Chickamauga P.O. Box 6359 Navarre, FL 32566
BATTLE OF ATLANTA -Re-enactor registration for both November 1-3, 2013 and September
19-21, 2014 is now open. The registration fee for 2013 and 2014 is $15.00 per person until
October 15, 2013. After October 15th, the walk on fee is $25.00. The registration fee of
$15.00 per person for 2014 is good until September 1, 2014. After September 1st, the walk
on fee is $25.00. Children under 12 are free for both re-enactments but they must still be
registered.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Mr. Dobson,
I am very interested in the 16th Georgia, and have done a good deal of research
on the regiment. Another unit that interests me is the 3rd Battalion Georgia
Sharpshooters of the Wofford/DuBose Brigade, ANV. The battalion was formed in
the spring of 1863, and remained fairly intact until the Battle of Sayler's
Creek, when a large number of sharpshooters were captured. At Appomattox three
days later, there were 22 men from the battalion who surrendered.
The initial membership of the 3rd Battalion Georgia Sharpshooters was drawn from
the 16th, 18th, and 24th Georgia Regiments; and the Infantry battalions of
Cobb's and Phillips' Legions. At the outset, there were over 300 men in the
battalion, and as many as 100 more were added as the ranks thinned. Six Company
Captains were personally selected by General Wofford on the basis of character,
courage, and performance on the battlefield. At its formation, all
Lieutenants, non commissioned officers, and privates were chosen by the six
Captains. To date, I have identified six men from the Jackson Volunteers who
served in the 3rd Battalion Sharpshooters (all assigned to Company E):
Private John M. Archer
Private Benjamin F. Fields
Thomas J. Fields (1840-1913)
Private Thomas J. Fields (1843-1930)
Private William J. Haynie (Haney, Hainey)
Private James R. Wood
Currently, I am building data files on all of the men who served in the 16th
Georgia and 3rd Battalion Sharpshooters, would appreciate any information,
references, etc. you are willing to share on these men and any others from the
Jackson Rifles. I look forward to hearing from you.
Very respectfully, Joe Byrd / 6410 Manor Lake Court /Cumming, Georgia 30028 /(404) 917-7199 (cell)
joebyrd5@att.net / Major William E. Simmons Camp 96 SCV /Lawrenceville, Georgia
*****

IN SYMPATHY It was with great sadness that we learned of the passing of the grandfather
of Noah and Nathan Sprague just before the Kennesaw event. As the family that we are, the
16th GA sends its most heartfelt sympathy.
GET WELL SOON Also, right after the Kennesaw event we learned that, Allen Franklin
Williams, the father of Frank and Dan Williams was hospitalized with respiratory problems.
As of this writing we understand he is doing some better and is home.
ATTENTION TO ORDERS At Manassas we had the instance of two Privates breaking ranks and
rushing forward to fire. This is a dangerous practice and it was done WITHOUT ORDERS. So, come on
guys, we portray soldiers, not a bunch of yahoos. When the Private soldier does what he is told, when
he is told and how he is told, he holds the highest rank in the Army.
RAID FIRE & AUTHENTICITY CONTESTS - WHO WANTS THEM? Authenticity, and even, rapid fire
contests have seemed to be on the decline in the last few years. Not only do fewer events even sponsor
such competitions but the number participants show almost no sign of growth. At Manassas in midMarch, there were maybe six or seven rifles in the rapid fire event but only one Union contestant
showed up for the authenticity and no Confederates even entered. I was especially dismayed at my
unit - I thought we were beginning to increase in that area. I would even love to see a campaign
cooking contest. Someone said folks just don't seem to want to work hard enough to win - I am
beginning to think they don't want to work at all. You hear the same lame excuses all the time: "it is
just too expensive or, I can't do a first person impression, I will compete when I get my kit together,
but I am not good enough to win right now …" Without even trying hard I can name five to ten things
that will improve your impression for $1.00 or less…some are free. I can promise you, as well, that you
will never lose another contest, if you enter with the attitude of learning from mistakes and the
impressions of others…even if you do not get the prize you will have won valuable experience and
insight that could give you a better chance next time. In rapid fire competition, you will constantly get
better because you have the urgency of the clock as well as your fellow competitors - nowhere else can
you get that kind of creative pressure! In any case you will walk away a winner because you will have
gained so much in knowledge and skill. I have been competing since 1996 and I really enjoy it because
it makes me constantly study, improve and learn. It is fun to win, and even more fun to prepare and
compete, but I would give up any victory I might yet achieve and all those I have collected if I could
inspire five or six guys to constantly seek self-improvement. So, if you like these contests, you had
better start showing up at them, because it will not take many more poor turnouts like I just saw in
Manassas for them to be a thing of the past. - Duke
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SCENES FROM KENNESAW - APRIL 2013
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Old Clinton War Days will be held in Old Clinton, 1 1/2 miles S.W. of Gray just off Hwy. 129. The event
will be held
Saturday, May 4,
and Sunday, May
5, 2013.
Authentic camps
open to the
public beginning
at 10:05 a.m.
each day
featuring period
demonstrations
and walking
tours of the area.
Food and hand
crafted items will
be available for
purchase.
Narration of
battle history
begins at 1:35 p.m. each day. Saturday, the Battle of Sunshine Church will be presented at 2:05 p.m.,
closing of the camp at 5:05 p.m. and a free memorial service at the Old Clinton Cemetery at 8:05 p.m.
Sunday features an 11:05 a.m. church service at the McCarthy/Pope House, the Battle of Griswoldville
also at 2:05 p.m. followed by the closing of the camp at 4:05 p.m. Admission is $5 for adults, $3 for
children 18 and younger. Children under 6 are free. For more information, Call Earlene Hamilton at
(478) 986-6383. Old Clinton Historical Society, 154 Randolph Street, Gray, Georgia, Gray/Jones Co.
Chamber of Commerce @ 478-986-1123 or J.C. Nobles, Bvt. Col. Geo. Militia, 145 Hawkins St. Clinton,
GA 31032, or 478-945-2261. Hope to see you there.

New member of the 16th GA
Meet Miss Ragan Curtis, born to Dixie and
Lee Curtis on April 12th at 2:31pm

*****
FROM THE EDITOR:
My apologies for the tardiness of this issue. I like to send out issues of The Howling Dawg on
the 1st day of the month, but this time , we just had a lot to cover. If I left out something, let
me know and we will catch you later. I have been a writer all my life - never made much
money at it and do not expect a Pulitzer Prize or anything like that … those things just do not
matter for the glory of man is vain. The only reward I seek is for someone to enjoy what I
write and I hope you do. That is enough - jwd
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Camp 2218 - The Camp of the Unknown Soldier, Jones County,
Georgia, greatly enjoyed a March visit from Ricky "Coonposssum"
Smith who spoke eloquently about honoring the memory of
Confederate
soldiers. This
camp is not one
to sit in meetings
so much as they
are apt to be
found out in the
field. The early
spring saw some
members were
part of a team
that located the
local resting
place of Clarence
Aldrich of the
Macon Light
Artillery. He served gallantly all the way up to his wounding during the bitter days of Petersburg. Some
of you will recall the scene in the movie "Gods and Generals" in which a cannon exploded at the Battle
of Fredericksburg, nearly injuring Generals Lee and Longstreet - that was the Macon Light Artillery!
Other local resting places were maintained by camp members. Camp 2218 was privileged as well to
place two markers and two iron crosses and to assist in the Jones County memorial services for Captain
George Washington Comer and Sergeant James Madison Malone. We are honored as well that
Compatriot Ricky Smith of SCV Camp 1399 has turned over the annual Old Clinton Methodist Church
Memorial service to our care. We pledge our utmost effort, not only there but to every Confederate
buried within the boundaries of Jones County and beyond. Great thanks goes out to our Chaplain Joel
Whitehead, Jr. who delivered an inspiring talk at our April meeting on Confederate Chaplains. Ashley
Clark will have our program in May and Lee Murdock in June. Upcoming months may feature art and
music as well. We were honored to induct Cole Thompson as our 20th member on April 25. If this Camp
is struggling right now, it is only due to meeting space. Al McGalliard is working on designs for a Camp
logo which we hope to incorporate in our Camp sign we will display at Old Clinton. We do gratefully
note recent monetary contributions made to the Camp as well as a brand-new 1956 Georgia State Flag
courtesy of Tim Pilgrim, State Adjutant. And last but not least we had a fine turnout at the Confederate
Memorial Services of Rose Hill, Lt. Woodward, Byron and Fort Valley - among others.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
MAY 17-19 - BATTLE OF RESACA, GA MAY - OLD SOLDIER'S DAY AT ERVIN GARNTO'S (IN 2012 IT WAS ON MAY 26TH)
JUNE 1-2 - BATTLES AT ALMA - POC IS LEE MURDOCK @ 478-986-5290.
JUNE 27-30 - 150TH GETTYSBURG - BLUE-GREY ARMY EVENT - REGISTER ON LINE…$20.
JULY - SUMMER DRILL - DATE & PLACE TO BE ANNOUNCED (last year it was July 7th)
SEPTEMBER 20-22 - CHICKAMAUGA
SEPTEMBER - HURRICANE SHOALS (date to be announced)
SEPTEMBER - SCV SALUTE TO VETERANS (last year it was on the 15th)
BATTLE OF ATLANTA -Re-enactor registration for both November 1-3, 2013 and September 19-21, 2014 is
now open. The registration fee for 2013 and 2014 is $15.00 per person until October 15, 2013. After October
15th, the walk on fee is $25.00. The registration fee of $15.00 per person for 2014 is good until September 1,
2014. After September 1st, the walk on fee is $25.00. Children under 12 are free for both re-enactments but
they must register
OCTOBER 5-6 - ANDERSONVILLE
OCTOBER - BATTLE @ IRWINVILLE - POC - LEE MURDOCK @ 478-986-5290.
NOVEMBER 23- GRISWOLDVILLE COMMENORATION
NOVEMBER - CBH APPARITIONS (IN 2012, ON THE 10th)
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER - CHRISTMAS @ RICHLAND CHURCH
DECEMBER - CBH CHRISTMAS (IN 2012 IT WAS ON THE 8th)
DRILL COMPETITION ANNOUNCED - As has been our custom, the 16th Georgia Volunteer Infantry, Co.
G, "The Jackson Rifles" will again sponsor rapid fire as well as U.S. & C.S. authenticity contests at the
2013 Old Clinton War Days in May. However, this year, we have decided to add the new feature of UNIT
DRILL COMPETITION. The 16th will certainly enter this contest and invite all our fellow units to do so
as well. For Details, contact Lt. Noah Sprague. 706-491-9755. (Entries to date: 3RD WIS., 30TH GA,
53RD GA & 16TH GA).
2013 OLD CLINTON WAR DAYS DRILL COMPETITION DETAILS
Each company must have at least 10 men to enter the competition. There will be static drill as well
as moving maneuvers. Each company will be judged on execution of each command as well as
sharpness and uniformity. The standard will be the Hardees manual.
Static drill: Manual of Arms to include Order Arms, Shoulder Arms, Right Shoulder Shift, In place
Rest, Parade Rest, Secure Arms, Support Arms, and Ground Arms. Next will be To the Rear & Open
Order. Fix Bayonets. Stack Arms. Take Arms. Unfix Bayonets. Close Order.
Moving Drill: There will be six maneuvers each company will have to know. Each company will be
able to pick one out of the six, at the company commander's discretion, and perform the maneuver. The
other five will be each on a piece of paper in a hat. The company commander will draw a maneuver
from the hat and execute it. The six maneuvers are the following: COMPANY INTO LINE, ON THE RIGHT
BY FILE INTO LINE, BY THE RIGHT FLANK, BY THE LEFT FLANK, RIGHT AND LEFT WHEEL, BREAKING
INTO PLATOONS.

The Temper of the Women
Southern women during the war were known to have destroyed their precious libraries
than to allow Northern occupiers to enjoy its contents, as well as knocking in the heads of
wine casks rather than permitting Northern soldiers to sample their choice contents.
- Bernhard Thuersam -North Carolina War Between the States Sesquicentennial
PRAYER REQUESTS
RAY CROSS (Alan Richards' step father)
TIM PILGRIM (GA State SCV Adj. - surgery March 12)
MIKE MULL GA State SCV Chief of Staff - recovering from surgery
RICKY SMITH - recovering from heart surgery
TIM FOWLER - recovering from surgery
CONGRATULTAIONS - To our dear friend Mia McKie who will be leaving in may to go to work for
Colonial Williamsburg. No one could be more deserving or qualified.
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Tocqueville and Lincoln, Slavery - Its Evil and Usefulness When the institution of slavery is concerned, both Lincoln and
Tocqueville possess some similar views. Tocqueville views the institution as evil, "Men generally need great and constant ef forts in order to
create lasting evils; but there is one evil that enters the world furtively: at first one hardly perceives it in the midst of ordinary abuses of
power; it begins with an individual whose name history does not preserve; it is deposited as a cursed seed on some point of t he soil; then it
nourishes itself, spreads without effort, and grows naturally with the society that has let it in: this evil is slavery." (Tocqueville, 326.) Lincoln
feels the same way, often referring to slavery as a great evil. Lincoln clearly states his views by stating that "Slavery is founded in the
selfishness of man's nature-opposition to it, in his love of justice." (Lincoln 51.) Both men wished for the abolishment of slavery, wishing for
the evil to meet its end. But, while both wish for the abolishment of slavery, both have doubts or alterior motives when abolishment is
concerned. As stated above, Tocqueville viewed slavery as a great evil and wished for its end. Tocqueville viewed slavery as an institu tion
which created a culture of idleness within the South, "on the left bank o f the river, one cannot find workers belonging to the white race,
[for] they would fear resembling slaves; one must rely on the care of the Negroes;." (Tocqueville, 332.) Tocqueville viewed s lavery not only
as an evil, but as an unprofitable evil as well. He stated that slavery was an unprofitable institution, that when one accounted for the food,
clothing, etc of slaves that the owner paid more for the slave than he would profit from his labor. So overall, slavery was an evil sapping
America of both profit and moral fiber. But Tocqueville also states that should slavery be abolished, there will still be issues within America.
Equality cannot automatically be assumed for the former slave because "The moderns, after having abolished slavery, therefore have still to
destroy three prejudices much more intangible and more tenacious than it: the prejudice of the master, the prejudice of race, and finally the
prejudice of the white." (Tocqueville, 328.) Tocqueville knew that when the slave was free, his former m asters would not view him as an
equal. This would continue to bring trouble to the United States for many years to come. Tocqueville speaks of France where there is an
inequality by legislation and begs the question, "If inequality created solely by the law is so difficult to uproot, how does one destroy that
which seems, in addition, to have its immutable foundations in nature itself?" (Tocqueville, 328.) As history now shows, Tocq ueville was
correct in his thinking that the freeing of the slaves would lead to continual inequality, the Jim Crow Laws being a prime example. But before
inequality after being freed can be addressed, one must discuss how to free the slaves. Tocqueville has acknowledged that sl avery is a way
of life in the South and that freeing the slaves would not be conducive of a healthy Southern economy or a healthy South in general. Though
he in no way condones the institution of slavery, Tocqueville states that "I confess that when I consider the state of the So uth, I discover in it
only two manners of acting for the white race that inhabits those regions: free the Negroes and mingle them with it; remain isol ated from
them and hold them in slavery for the longest possible time." (Tocqueville, 346.) But since mingling with the former slav e has been already
spoken of as a situation that will simply lead to more inequality, what is the South to do? Tocqueville has realized that the popularity of
slavery is on its way out, stating that "Enlightenment is increasing in the South, and it has made the inhabitants of that part of the territory
perceive that slavery is harmful to the master, and this same enlightenment shows them, more clearly than they had seen befor e, the near
impossibility of destroying it." (Tocqueville, 347.) Destroying slavery is so much of an obstacle due to two factors, prejudice and fear. The
white man has kept the slave ignorant for two reasons. First, the slave was seen as being beneath the master, undeserving of learning.
Second and more importantly, it is a fact that when one becomes knowledgeable, they will begin to question their situation. Slave revolts
were a constant fear of the slave owner, such instances as Nat Turner's rebellion of 1831 personifying the fear that the owne r held of his
slaves. Tocqueville closes out his commentary on the institution of slavery in America with a word of warning, "If one refuses freedom to
Negroes in the South, they will in the end seize it violently themselves; if one grants it to them, they will not be slow to abuse it."
(Tocqueville, 348.) Tocqueville acknowledges that the institution of slavery cannot last in this world and it is evident that he fe ars for
America when the time comes that slavery should be abolished, one way or the other. Lincoln also views slavery as a great evil, wishing for
slavery to come to an end in the Union. But, Lincoln, though allowing Americans to believe that slavery is his top priority, never loses sight
of a larger goal, preserving the Union. Lincoln is a firm believer in keeping the Union together and would be willing to allow slavery to exist
within the United States. In an August 1862 letter to Horace Greeley's New York Tribune, Lincoln states "My paramount object in this
struggle is to save the Union, and is not either to save or destroy slavery. If I could save the Union without freeing any slave, I would do it;
and if I could save it by freeing all the slaves, I would do it; and if I could save it by freeing some and leaving others al one, I would also do
that. What I do about slavery and the colored race, I do because I believe it helps to save the Union; and what I forbear, I forbear because I
do not believe it would help to save the Union." (Foote, 706.) Lincoln wishes for the preservation of the Union and naught el se. The above
mentioned letter clearly states this.Though Lincoln's main goal during the War Between The States is preservation of the Union, it ca n be
clearly seen in his pre-presidential works that Lincoln wishes for slavery to be abolished or at the very least, halted in its extension. When
speaking on expansion of slavery into the new territories, when speaking of the territories themselves, Lincoln states that " We want them
for the homes of free white people. This they cannot be, to any considerable extent, if slavery sha ll be planted within them." (Lincoln, 50.)
But this view contradicts an opinion stated by Lincoln in 1837 when he stated that "They believe that the Congress of the Uni ted States has
no power, under the constitution, to interfere with the institution of slavery in the different States." (Lincoln, 5.) Lincoln still believes that
slavery is an evil, but is more of a state's rights activist during this time. What eventually changed his mind? Does Lincoln see a greater right
of the federal government to control potential states than states? Was it executive power, or wishing to keep the Union intact? Lincoln's
views on slavery are perplexing. Lincoln hates slavery, that is clearly established. But he states that the government has no right to abolish
slavery in the District of Columbia or medal with slavery in the states. But Lincoln is now remembered as the man who freed the slav es,
while in all actuality, Lincoln freed no slaves. Lincoln freed no slaves in the federal states of Kentucky, Missouri, Maryland, or Delaware
where the federal government had jurisdiction, but did not hesitate to draft the Emancipation Proclamation, claiming to free slaves where
the federal government was not recognized as the authority. Overall, the Emancipation Proclamation was a foreign policy measure, giving
Britain a moral dilemma to keep it out of the war. It would appear that the best way to view Lincoln's actions on slavery as those of a true
politician. Lincoln had a true moral conflict with the institution, wishing for its end. But, his overall goal was preservation of the Union.
Lincoln was not afraid of using slavery as a rallying cry in the Union when support for the war was lacking in the summer of 1862, but truly
wished for slavery to end. Overall, Tocqueville and Lincoln's views on slavery are very similar. Both view slavery as an evil. Both wish for
slavery to end. Both see slavery as an institution that should not be extended. The main difference between the two is that Lincoln
eventually gained the political power to accomplish his goals, though slavery always took the backseat to preservation of the Union.
Tocqueville predicted civil war within the United States where slavery would be a key issue of some. But would have Tocquevi lle used
slavery as a rallying cry such as Lincoln did? No one can tell. - Pvt. Ethan Bloodworth.
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As we mentioned, Noah and Nathan Sprague lost their grandfather, Glenn W. Lawrence, right around
Easter. At Kennesaw, Noah shared a tribute from his grandfather's funeral:

